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  PostgreSQL und Windows Stefan Kunick,2008 Immer mehr verbreitet sich Open-
Source-Software. Dieses Buch hilft Ihnen im Umgang mit der Datenbank. Sie
lernen wie Sie die Software auf Windows-Systemen installieren, einrichten und
administrieren. Hier finden Sie auch Information im Umgang mit Datenbanken,
Tabellen, Views, Constraints, Funktionen und Triggern. Das Buch wendet sich
an Einsteiger und Gelegenheitstäter. Die Darstellung ist sehr übersichtlich
gestaltet. Bei Ihren Arbeiten mit der Datenbank legen Sie es einfach neben
die Tastatur.
  Bash Cookbook Carl Albing,JP Vossen,Cameron Newham,2007-05-24 The key to
mastering any Unix system, especially Linux and Mac OS X, is a thorough
knowledge of shell scripting. Scripting is a way to harness and customize the
power of any Unix system, and it's an essential skill for any Unix users,
including system administrators and professional OS X developers. But beneath
this simple promise lies a treacherous ocean of variations in Unix commands
and standards. bash Cookbook teaches shell scripting the way Unix masters
practice the craft. It presents a variety of recipes and tricks for all
levels of shell programmers so that anyone can become a proficient user of
the most common Unix shell -- the bash shell -- and cygwin or other popular
Unix emulation packages. Packed full of useful scripts, along with examples
that explain how to create better scripts, this new cookbook gives
professionals and power users everything they need to automate routine tasks
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and enable them to truly manage their systems -- rather than have their
systems manage them.
  Wiki Anja Ebersbach,Markus Glaser,Richard Heigl,Alexander Warta,2008-05-20
Wikis provide a basis for many applications in the area of collaborative work
and have become a serious alternative to expensive content management
systems. In this book, the authors explore wiki philosophy and functions, and
explain basic controls and components. The book includes a step-by-step guide
to the installation and configuration of the wiki-clones MediaWiki, TWiki and
Confluence, along with a realistic tutorial based on collaborative planning
for a conference.
  Bash Pocket Reference Arnold Robbins,2016-02-17 It’s simple: if you want to
interact deeply with Mac OS X, Linux, and other Unix-like systems, you need
to know how to work with the Bash shell. This concise little book puts all of
the essential information about Bash right at your fingertips. You’ll quickly
find answers to the annoying questions that generally come up when you’re
writing shell scripts: What characters do you need to quote? How do you get
variable substitution to do exactly what you want? How do you use arrays?
Updated for Bash version 4.4, this book has the answers to these and other
problems in a format that makes browsing quick and easy. Topics include:
Invoking the shell Syntax Functions and variables Arithmetic expressions
Command history Programmable completion Job control Shell options Command
execution Coprocesses Restricted shells Built-in commands
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  Keywen ,
  Learning the bash Shell Cameron Newham,2005-03-29 O'Reilly's bestselling
book on Linux's bash shell is at it again. Now that Linux is an established
player both as a server and on the desktop Learning the bash Shell has been
updated and refreshed to account for all the latest changes. Indeed, this
third edition serves as the most valuable guide yet to the bash shell.As any
good programmer knows, the first thing users of the Linux operating system
come face to face with is the shell the UNIX term for a user interface to the
system. In other words, it's what lets you communicate with the computer via
the keyboard and display. Mastering the bash shell might sound fairly simple
but it isn't. In truth, there are many complexities that need careful
explanation, which is just what Learning the bash Shell provides.If you are
new to shell programming, the book provides an excellent introduction,
covering everything from the most basic to the most advanced features. And if
you've been writing shell scripts for years, it offers a great way to find
out what the new shell offers. Learning the bash Shell is also full of
practical examples of shell commands and programs that will make everyday use
of Linux that much easier. With this book, programmers will learn: How to
install bash as your login shell The basics of interactive shell use,
including UNIX file and directory structures, standard I/O, and background
jobs Command line editing, history substitution, and key bindings How to
customize your shell environment without programming The nuts and bolts of
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basic shell programming, flow control structures, command-line options and
typed variables Process handling, from job control to processes, coroutines
and subshells Debugging techniques, such as trace and verbose modes
Techniques for implementing system-wide shell customization and features
related to system security
  Adobe PageMaker 6.5 ,1997 Classroom in a Book: Adobe PageMaker 6.5 is a
cross-platform, self-paced training guide to all the power and features of
the top-rated DTP software. In a matter of hours, users can fully comprehend
the complexities of the software by doing rather than reading. The CD
contains the art files, text files, fonts, and training materials needed to
complete the tutorial lessons.
  Cities in the 21st Century Gary Gappert,Richard V Knight,1982-12 How will
the myriad of likely social and technological changes combine to affect the
cities of twenty years hence? What will the effects be of reduced energy
supplies, an ageing population, decentralization, and less sexist working
patterns? This collection of essays reviews urban history, current futurist
thinking, demographic realities, and the effects of different future
scenarios upon urban life. It concludes by considering policy options for
urban administrators.
  Ti-83 Plus Calculator BarCharts, Inc.,2011-12-31 You've just purchased a
TI-83 Plus calculator to assist in performing different types of mathematical
equations--now, how can you get the most out of it? You'll find the answer to
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this question with our comprehensive, 3-panel guide that shows in great
detail what exactly the TI-83 Plus can do. Function key and mode
descriptions, as well as problem-solving examples, are included within a
color-coded format for easy reference.
  The Wiki Way Bo Leuf,Ward Cunningham,2001 Accompanying CD-ROM contains the
public-license Wiki sources discussed in the book plus the means to run them
as stand-alone or using the industry-strength Apache Web server, as well as
complete Perl and Apache server packages for both Linux and Windows.
Contents: two perl programs, ActivePerl and IndigoPerl; three different
stages of customized basic QuickiWikis; additional Wiki packages, PythonWiki,
Ruby, and RWiki; Apache HTTP server version 1.3.
  Perl Cookbook Tom Christiansen,Nathan Torkington,2003-08-21 Find a Perl
programmer, and you'll find a copy of Perl Cookbook nearby. Perl Cookbook is
a comprehensive collection of problems, solutions, and practical examples for
anyone programming in Perl. The book contains hundreds of rigorously reviewed
Perl recipes and thousands of examples ranging from brief one-liners to
complete applications.The second edition of Perl Cookbook has been fully
updated for Perl 5.8, with extensive changes for Unicode support, I/O layers,
mod_perl, and new technologies that have emerged since the previous edition
of the book. Recipes have been updated to include the latest modules. New
recipes have been added to every chapter of the book, and some chapters have
almost doubled in size.Covered topic areas include: Manipulating strings,
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numbers, dates, arrays, and hashes Pattern matching and text substitutions
References, data structures, objects, and classes Signals and exceptions
Screen addressing, menus, and graphical applications Managing other processes
Writing secure scripts Client-server programming Internet applications
programming with mail, news, ftp, and telnet CGI and mod_perl programming Web
programming Since its first release in 1998, Perl Cookbook has earned its
place in the libraries of serious Perl users of all levels of expertise by
providing practical answers, code examples, and mini-tutorials addressing the
challenges that programmers face. Now the second edition of this bestselling
book is ready to earn its place among the ranks of favorite Perl books as
well.Whether you're a novice or veteran Perl programmer, you'll find Perl
Cookbook, 2nd Edition to be one of the most useful books on Perl available.
Its comfortable discussion style and accurate attention to detail cover just
about any topic you'd want to know about. You can get by without having this
book in your library, but once you've tried a few of the recipes, you won't
want to.
  Bash Reference Manual Chet Ramey,Brian Fox,2002 This volume is the official
reference manual for GNU Bash, the standard GNU command-line interpreter.
  Mastering Regular Expressions Jeffrey E. F. Friedl,2002 Introduces regular
expressions and how they are used, discussing topics including
metacharacters, nomenclature, matching and modifying text, expression
processing, benchmarking, optimizations, and loops.
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  The Criminal Responsibility of Children and Young Persons Wayne Thomas
Crofts,2002 By noting the strikingly different ages at which a child can be
deemed criminally responsible in the English and German legal systems, Thomas
Crofts explores the notion of doli incapax, that is the incapability of
forming a guilty mind.
  Product Management For Dummies Brian Lawley,Pamela Schure,2017-01-24 Your
one-stop guide to becoming a product management prodigy Product management
plays a pivotal role in organizations. In fact, it's now considered the
fourth most important title in corporate America—yet only a tiny fraction of
product managers have been trained for this vital position. If you're one of
the hundreds of thousands of people who hold this essential job—or simply
aspire to break into a new role—Product Management For Dummies gives you the
tools to increase your skill level and manage products like a pro. From
defining what product management is—and isn't—to exploring the rising
importance of product management in the corporate world, this friendly and
accessible guide quickly gets you up to speed on everything it takes to
thrive in this growing field. It offers plain-English explanations of the
product life cycle, market research, competitive analysis, market and pricing
strategy, product roadmaps, the people skills it takes to effectively
influence and negotiate, and so much more. Create a winning strategy for your
product Gather and analyze customer and market feedback Prioritize and convey
requirements to engineering teams effectively Maximize revenues and
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profitability Product managers are responsible for so much more than meets
the eye—and this friendly, authoritative guide lifts the curtain on what it
takes to succeed.
  Focus On Wood Joints ,2004
  Perl Best Practices Damian Conway,2005-07-12 Presents guidelines on the art
of coding with Perl, covering such topics as naming conventions, data and
control structures, program decomposition, interface design, and error
handling.
  Process Plant Machinery Heinz P. Bloch,Claire Soares,1998-12-14 Process
Plant Machinery provides the mechanical, chemical or plant engineer with the
information needed to choose equipment best suited for a particular process,
to determine optimum efficiency, and to conduct basic troubleshooting and
maintenance procedures. Process Plant Machinery is a unique single-source
reference for engineers, managers and technical personnel who need to acquire
an understanding of the machinery used in modern process plants: prime movers
and power transmission machines; pumping equipment; gas compression
machinery; and mixing, conveying, and separation equipment. Starting with an
overview of each class, the book quickly leads the reader through practical
applications and size considerations into profusely illustrated component
descriptions. Where necessary, standard theory is expertly explained in
shortcut formulas and graphs. Maintainability and vulnerability concerns are
dealt with as well. Fully updated with all new equipment available
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Comprehensive Coverage Multi-industry relevance
  Reliability, Maintainability and Risk David J. Smith,2011-06-29
Reliability, Maintainability and Risk: Practical Methods for Engineers,
Eighth Edition, discusses tools and techniques for reliable and safe
engineering, and for optimizing maintenance strategies. It emphasizes the
importance of using reliability techniques to identify and eliminate
potential failures early in the design cycle. The focus is on techniques
known as RAMS (reliability, availability, maintainability, and safety-
integrity). The book is organized into five parts. Part 1 on reliability
parameters and costs traces the history of reliability and safety technology
and presents a cost-effective approach to quality, reliability, and safety.
Part 2 deals with the interpretation of failure rates, while Part 3 focuses
on the prediction of reliability and risk. Part 4 discusses design and
assurance techniques; review and testing techniques; reliability growth
modeling; field data collection and feedback; predicting and demonstrating
repair times; quantified reliability maintenance; and systematic failures.
Part 5 deals with legal, management and safety issues, such as project
management, product liability, and safety legislation. 8th edition of this
core reference for engineers who deal with the design or operation of any
safety critical systems, processes or operations Answers the question: how
can a defect that costs less than $1000 dollars to identify at the process
design stage be prevented from escalating to a $100,000 field defect, or a
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$1m+ catastrophe Revised throughout, with new examples, and standards,
including must have material on the new edition of global functional safety
standard IEC 61508, which launches in 2010
  Architecture Middle East Pierre El Khoury,2000
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